VALIDATION MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

AssurX AutoValidator™
Automate and execute validation tasks to ensure your software systems are
in a constant state of control.

The AssurX AutoValidator™ empowers customers to plan,
prioritize, design and track validation tasks by priority in one
centralized solution.
AutoValidator integrates with the AssurX Validation
Management Solution (VMS) to simplify the test management
process by bundling test management and test execution
which leads to the deployment of high-quality applications
quickly and effectively.
Working in conjunction with VMS, AutoValidator provides
the ability create a paperless quality process which allows
for repeatable requirement gathering, validation planning,
scheduling tests, analyzing results and managing configuration
issues.
AUTOVALIDATOR BENEFITS
+ Accelerate Results: Delivers results in less time and will
assist developers in quick feedback of configuration issues.
+ Repeatability: Reusable tests that can be utilized through
different approaches and on different browser types.
+ Faster Issue Management: Automated creation of issue
records to enable rapid identification and resolution of
configuration issues.
+ Faster Time-to-Validation: Once automated, the test
library execution runs faster than manual testing.
+ Return on Investment: Initial investment is quickly returned
by the reduction in manual hours required to run tests.
+ Testing Efficiency Improvement: After the setup
and configuration is completed, future tests will take
significantly less time to execute. Execution is virtually
unattended, leaving the results to be monitored towards
the end of the process.
+ Audit Preparedness: Provides auditors and inspectors with
on-demand, objective evidence.
+ Peace of Mind: Quality leaders can focus on core
responsibilities of delivering safe, innovative products to
market.

The powerful combination of the AssurX Validation Management
Solution and the AutoValidator contours with any validation
framework to conduct both manual and automated testing,
complete requirement traceability, increase visibility on
configuration issues, and generate detailed validation reports.

ABOUT ASSURX
With decades of expertise built into our quality management
and regulatory compliance software platform, AssurX helps
companies maintain quality and compliance, streamline
workflow, control risks and better manage any enterprise.
Our incredibly configurable software and deep understanding of users’
needs produce a unique system that easily adapts as your business
evolves. AssurX is an ideal partner for regulated companies looking
for better operational control and efficiency while staying compliant.
To learn more about how AssurX can help with your quality and
regulatory compliance management needs, please call 1-888-9-ASSURX
or connect with us online.
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